Evaluation of thyroid cancer in Chinese females with breast cancer by vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), microvessel density, and contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS).
To evaluate thyroid cancer in Chinese females with breast cancer by VEGF, MVD, and contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), 34 of 2,278 female inpatients with breast diseases who underwent routine thyroid ultrasonography were pathologically proved as thyroid cancer and enrolled into two groups: a breast cancer group and a non-breast cancer group. CEUS was performed and enhancement patterns were classified. Time-intensity curve parameters were analyzed to correlate with MVD CD34 and VEGF expression. Fourteen (2.6 %) and 20 (1.1 %) patients in breast cancer and non-breast cancer group were pathologically diagnosed as thyroid cancer. Six (42.8 %) and 0(0 %) patients showed high enhancement CEUS patterns of thyroid cancer in these two groups, respectively. The arrival time of time-intense curve was shorter, and the mean and peak intensity were higher in thyroid cancer in breast cancer group. The mean MVD counts and VEGF expression were significantly higher in thyroid and breast carcinomas in breast cancer group (P < 0.01). We also found that the mean and peak intensity were significantly associated with MVD counts and VEGF expression (P < 0.01). CEUS is recommended in evaluating the microcirculation of thyroid cancer in women with breast cancer and has the significant relationship with MVD counts and VEGF expression.